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Summary
Background: Deep remission is a treatment goal for patients with Crohn's disease,
after which de‐escalation of medical therapy may be considered. However, applica‐
bility of available study data to real‐world clinical practice can be challenging.
Aim: We evaluated the appropriateness of de‐escalating immunomodulator or anti‐
tumour necrosis factor therapy in Crohn's disease patients in deep remission.
Methods: A literature review was presented to a panel of international experts in
Crohn's disease. Appropriateness of de‐escalation in patients in deep remission for at
least 6 months was considered in 240 scenarios across five chapters. Using a modi‐
fied Delphi method, panel members rated appropriateness of de‐escalation in each
scenario via a web‐based survey, then met to discuss the topic and re‐rated the sce‐
narios. Scenarios with disagreement were rated as uncertain.
Results: De‐escalation was rated appropriate in only 32/240 scenarios (13.3%), in‐
cluding 19 of elderly patients on combination therapy. De‐escalation was rated in‐
appropriate in 59/240 scenarios (24.6%), including 22 of patients on monotherapy
and 35 of patients on combination therapy stopping anti‐tumour necrosis factor
therapy. More than 60% of scenarios (149/240) were rated uncertain, including 42 of
patients with complicated disease on combination therapy stopping or dose‐reducing
immunomodulators.
Conclusions: Discontinuing anti‐tumour necrosis factor or immunomodulator therapy
was largely not recommended, except in scenarios of elderly patients with uncompli‐
cated CD or those on combination therapy stopping or dose‐reducing immunomodu‐
lators. As nearly two‐thirds of scenarios were rated uncertain, additional data are
needed to better inform clinicians regarding the benefits and risks of de‐escalating
medical therapy in Crohn's disease.
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N
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member of the panel anonymously and independently rates the
appropriateness of interventions in the proposed clinical scenarios

Deep remission is a treatment goal for patients with Crohn's dis‐

based on both evidence and expert opinion. No attempt is made to

ease (CD) and marks a point at which de‐escalation of anti‐tumour

achieve consensus. Instead, panel members anonymously rate the

necrosis factor (TNF) and immunomodulator (IM) therapy may be

scenarios a second time after participating in a moderated, in‐person

considered. Ideally, de‐escalation would occur in those at highest

meeting to discuss areas of disagreement. Appropriateness is rated

risk of potential complications such as infection or malignancy, or

on a scale of 1‐9, such that interventions rated 1‐3 are considered

in those at lowest risk of relapse after therapy is discontinued.

inappropriate, 4‐5 are uncertain and 7‐9 are appropriate.

Although de‐escalation studies exist, the extrapolation and ap‐
plication of such data to common and complex clinical scenarios
that reflect the spectrum of age, gender, therapies tried and se‐

2.2 | Literature review

verity of CD encountered by clinicians remains elusive. De‐esca‐

In December 2016, four panel members (MPS, SD, PK and LR) sum‐

lation studies to date have evaluated outcomes in patients treated

marised available published literature on de‐escalation of medical

with anti‐TNF therapy in combination with IM therapy who dis‐

therapy in patients with CD who are in deep remission. This sum‐

continue the anti‐TNF or IM,1-7 as well as in patients on anti‐TNF

mary, along with results of key clinical studies, reviews and meta‐

2,8-13

or IM monotherapy who are withdrawn from therapy.

Meta‐

analyses of de‐escalation strategies demonstrate a relapse rate of

analyses, was distributed to all panel members for review before the
first round of ratings.

approximately 50% at 2 years in patients treated with combina‐
tion therapy who discontinued the anti‐TNF,1-3 and a similar rate
is seen in those who discontinue anti‐TNF monotherapy.1 Relapse

2.3 | Clinical scenarios and definitions

rates among those who discontinue the IM after combination ther‐

Panellists rated the appropriateness of de‐escalating anti‐TNF (in‐

apy are slightly higher at 55%‐60%, and those who discontinue

fliximab, adalimumab, or certolizumab pegol) or IM (thiopurine or

IM monotherapy show relapse rates at 2 years up to 70%.1 These

methotrexate) in the context of different clinical scenarios among

studies showed that re‐treatment with the same agent is success‐

patients with CD in deep remission. For all scenarios, deep remission

1-3

ful in achieving remission in most, but not all, patients.

was defined as clinical remission plus normalisation of inflammatory

Extrapolating from these data, clinical and biochemical factors

biomarkers (mucosal healing or normal faecal calprotectin or normal

associated with the risk of relapse have been identified,1,14-16 and

C‐reactive protein) for a minimum of 6 months while on IM or anti‐

However, pro‐

TNF monotherapy or combination therapy. Panel members were

spective trials of anti‐TNF/IM withdrawal in patients on combination

instructed to assume that patients were already in deep remission

17

algorithms for de‐escalation have been proposed.

and prospective trials of IM mono‐

before de‐escalation was considered, and that, if one drug of com‐

therapy withdrawal to date have assessed only thiopurines,10-13 po‐

bination anti‐TNF/IM therapy was stopped, the other would be con‐

18,19

therapy are still ongoing,

tentially limiting applicability of study results to real‐world clinical
practice where both thiopurines and methotrexate are used.

tinued and optimised with therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM). 21,22
Three panel members (MPS, GYM, CAS) developed 240 scenarios

We sought to address this deficiency in the area of de‐escalation

within five ‘chapters’, each representing a distinct treatment setting.

of anti‐TNF and IM therapy in patients with CD who achieve deep

Within each chapter, panellists considered a particular de‐escalation

remission. We used the RAND/University of California Los Angeles

strategy in 12 patient populations: young, older and elderly males

(UCLA) Appropriateness Method to assess expert opinion in the

and females with complicated and uncomplicated CD. Complicated

This evidence‐based process is

CD was defined as extensive involvement (>15 cm), history of prior

designed to determine appropriate use of medical diagnostics and

resections(s), fibrostenotic, penetrating, and/or perianal disease (ac‐

therapeutics when high‐quality, head‐to‐head evidence is lacking,

tive or previous fissure, fistula or anal stricture); uncomplicated CD

making it ideal for considering risks and benefits of de‐escalating

was defined as the absence of complicated disease. Young patients

context of the available literature.

20

medical therapy given the paucity of direct, prospective evidence on

were defined as age 16‐24 years, older as 25‐64 years and elderly

outcomes in different patient populations. Our aim was to provide

as ≥65 years. As appropriate, panellists were asked to distinguish

guidance for clinicians on the appropriateness of de‐escalating anti‐

between IM classes (thiopurine vs methotrexate) but not between

TNF or IM therapy in patients with CD who are in deep remission.

anti‐TNF agents.

2 | M ATE R I A L S A N D M E TH O DS

prised 96 scenarios. Panellists considered the appropriateness of

2.1 | Study overview

nation with the first or the second or subsequent anti‐TNF agent.

The RAND/UCLA Appropriateness Method uses an iterative, modi‐

prior IM failure, defined as failure or intolerance to IM monotherapy

fied Delphi panel approach to weigh the benefits and harms of medi‐

(weight‐based or metabolite‐based for thiopurines), necessitating

cal or surgical interventions. 20 After reviewing the literature, each

escalation to anti‐TNF therapy.

Chapter 1, On combination therapy and stopping anti‐TNF, com‐
stopping anti‐TNF therapy in patients treated with IM in combi‐
These four scenarios were considered in patients with or without
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TA B L E 1 Appropriateness of de‐escalating medical therapy in patients with CD. Green indicates appropriate, yellow indicates uncertain
and red indicates inappropriate. Shading indicates disagreement
Chapter
On combination
therapy, stop‐
ping anti‐TNF

Uncomplicated CD
Patients with
prior IM failure

Patients without
prior IM failure

On combination therapy, stopping IM

On combination therapy, dose‐reduc‐
ing IM

Stopping anti‐TNF monotherapy
Stopping IM monotherapy

On thiopurine first anti‐TNF

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

On thiopurine ≥ 2 anti‐TNF

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

On MTX first anti‐TNF

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

On MTX ≥ 2 anti‐TNF

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

On thiopurine first anti‐TNF

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

On thiopurine ≥ 2 anti‐TNF

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

On MTX first anti‐TNF

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

On MTX ≥ 2 anti‐TNF

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

On thiopurine first anti‐TNF

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

On thiopurine ≥ 2 anti‐TNF

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

On MTX first anti‐TNF

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

On MTX ≥ 2 anti‐TNF

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

On thiopurine first anti‐TNF

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

On thiopurine ≥ 2 anti‐TNF

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

On MTX first anti‐TNF

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

On MTX ≥ 2 anti‐TNF

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

First anti‐TNF

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

≥2 anti‐TNF

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

On thiopurine

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

On MTX

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Note: Definitions: complicated, extensive involvement (>15 cm), history of prior resections(s), fibrostenotic, penetrating and/or perianal disease
(active or previous fissure, fistula or anal stricture); uncomplicated, absence of complicated disease; thiopurine, azathioprine or mercaptopurine;
young, 16‐24 y; older, 25‐64 y; elderly, ≥65 y.
Abbreviations: CD, Crohn's disease; IM, immunomodulator therapy (thiopurine or methotrexate); anti‐TNF, anti‐TNF therapy (adalimumab,
certolizumab pegol, or infliximab).

Chapter 2, On combination therapy and stopping IM, comprised

invited panellists (EVL, DTR) with expertise in the management

48 scenarios. Panellists considered the appropriateness of stopping

of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). One additional gastroen‐

IM therapy in patients treated with thiopurines or methotrexate in

terologist with expertise in RAND methodology (BS) moderated

combination with the first or the second or subsequent anti‐TNF

the panel. BRIDGe is an international collaboration among a

agent.

diverse group of gastroenterologists with expertise in IBD re‐

Chapter 3, On combination therapy and dose‐reducing IM, also

search and care who are based in university and private practice

comprised 48 scenarios. Panellists considered the appropriateness

settings, with representation from the United States, Canada,

of reducing IM to half the usual dose, defined as a minimum of 50 mg

Australia and the United Kingdom (www.BRIDGe IBD.com). Our

daily of azathioprine, 25 mg daily of mercaptopurine, or 12.5 mg

group has previously used the RAND Appropriateness Method to

weekly of methotrexate, in the same four settings.

d etermine the appropriateness of concomitant IM with anti‐TNF

Chapter 4, Stopping anti‐TNF monotherapy, comprised 24 scenar‐

therapy for Crohn's disease, 23,24 timing and interpretation of

ios, with panellists considering the appropriateness of stopping anti‐

TDM in patients with IBD using anti‐TNF therapy, 25 comparative

TNF monotherapy in patients treated with the first or the second or

effectiveness priorities in IBD, 26 and quality in IBD endoscopy

subsequent anti‐TNF agent.

reporting. 27

Chapter 5, Stopping IM monotherapy, similarly comprised 24 sce‐

After receiving the literature summary in December 2016, panel

narios, with panellists considering the appropriateness of stopping

members rated the clinical scenarios using a web‐based survey

IM therapy in patients treated with thiopurines or methotrexate.

platform and data were collected within two weeks. At an in‐per‐
son meeting held in January 2017, the scenarios and ratings were

2.4 | Appropriateness panel

discussed in detail, with particular focus on areas of disagreement.
Agreement was not required but was discussed to ensure it was not

The panel consisted of 12 members of the Building Research in

due to misunderstanding. Panellists then re‐rated each scenario and

Inflammatory Bowel Disease Globally (BRIDGe) group, plus two

final results were tabulated and analysed.
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Complicated CD
Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Elderly male

Elderly female

Young male

Young female

Older male

Older female

Elderly male

Elderly female

2.5 | Analysis
For each clinical scenario, median scores were calculated and

3.2 | Chapter 1: On combination therapy and
stopping anti‐TNF

rounded up, such that a median score ≥ 6.5 was considered ap‐

The appropriateness of stopping anti‐TNF therapy in patients on

propriate, <6.5 and ≥3.5 was uncertain and <3.5 was inappropri‐

combination therapy was considered in two groups of patients: those

ate. Disagreement was assessed using the validated RAND/UCLA

with prior IM failure and those without prior IM failure. Overall, of

disagreement index. 20 A disagreement index ≥1.0 indicates extreme

96 scenarios, stopping anti‐TNF therapy in patients on combination

variation; a disagreement index value <1.0 reflects agreement.

anti‐TNF/IM therapy was rated as appropriate in six scenarios, un‐

Scenarios in which ratings met criteria for disagreement were rated

certain in 55 scenarios and inappropriate in 35 scenarios.

‘uncertain’ even if the median score rating was ‘inappropriate’ or
‘appropriate’.

In the 48 scenarios of patients with prior IM failure, 24 were
rated as inappropriate, 22 as uncertain and two as appropriate. In
the 48 scenarios of those without prior IM failure, 11 were rated as

3 | R E S U LT S
3.1 | Overall results

inappropriate, 33 as uncertain and four as appropriate. In both com‐
bination therapy groups, stopping the anti‐TNF was more frequently
rated inappropriate among those with complicated CD.
In patients with uncomplicated CD, among those with prior IM

Of the 240 clinical scenarios evaluated, panellists rated 32 as ap‐

failure, stopping anti‐TNF therapy was considered appropriate only in

propriate, 149 as uncertain and 59 as inappropriate. Although agree‐

male and female elderly patients treated with thiopurines in combi‐

ment is not required, we found agreement in 239 of 240 scenarios.

nation with the first anti‐TNF agent. Among those without prior IM

Key findings are summarised here; a detailed listing showing appro‐

failure, stopping anti‐TNF therapy was considered appropriate in the

priateness ratings of the 240 scenarios in the five chapters is shown

same scenarios, as well as in those treated with methotrexate and

in Table 1.

the first anti‐TNF agent. Stopping anti‐TNF therapy was considered
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inappropriate in young and older patients of both genders with prior

14 were rated as inappropriate and 10 as uncertain. In those with

IM failure treated with thiopurines or methotrexate in combination

uncomplicated CD, stopping anti‐TNF monotherapy was considered

with the second or subsequent anti‐TNF agent, and uncertain in all

inappropriate in young and older males and females treated with the

others. In those without prior IM failure, de‐escalation was considered

second or subsequent anti‐TNF agent, whereas all other scenarios

inappropriate in young males treated with thiopurines and their second

were rated as uncertain. In those with complicated CD, stopping

or subsequent anti‐TNF agent, as well as in young males and females

anti‐TNF monotherapy was considered inappropriate in all scenarios

treated with methotrexate and their second or subsequent anti‐TNF

except in elderly males and females treated with the first anti‐TNF

agent; de‐escalation was rated uncertain in all other scenarios.

agent; in these two scenarios, the strategy was rated uncertain.

In patients with complicated CD, stopping anti‐TNF therapy was not
considered appropriate in any patient. In patients with prior IM failure,
stopping anti‐TNF was considered inappropriate in young and older

3.6 | Chapter 5: Stopping IM monotherapy

patients of both genders in all scenarios; the strategy was considered

Similar to the strategy of stopping anti‐TNF monotherapy, stopping IM

uncertain in male and female elderly patients. In those with complicated

monotherapy was not rated appropriate in any of the 24 scenarios con‐

CD without prior IM failure, stopping anti‐TNF therapy was considered

sidered; eight were rated as inappropriate and 16 as uncertain. In those

inappropriate in young and older patients of both genders treated with

with uncomplicated CD, it was rated uncertain in all scenarios. In those

thiopurines or methotrexate in combination with the second or subse‐

with complicated CD, the strategy was considered inappropriate in all

quent anti‐TNF agent. In all other scenarios, it was rated uncertain.

scenarios except in elderly males and females treated with thiopurines
or methotrexate, in whom it was rated uncertain. The appropriateness

3.3 | Chapter 2: On combination therapy and
stopping IM
In the 48 scenarios considered, stopping the IM of combination
therapy was rated as appropriate in 11 scenarios, as uncertain in 35

of stopping IM monotherapy in young males with uncomplicated CD
treated with thiopurines was the only scenario in which the disagree‐
ment index showed extreme variation: four panellists rated it appropri‐
ate, three rated it inappropriate and five rated it uncertain.

and as inappropriate in two. In patients with uncomplicated CD on
combination therapy, stopping IM was considered appropriate in all
populations treated with thiopurines or methotrexate in combina‐
tion with the first anti‐TNF except in young females on thiopurines
and young females and older males on methotrexate. In contrast, in
patients with complicated CD, the strategy was considered appro‐
priate only in elderly males and females treated with thiopurines
and the first anti‐TNF agent. It was considered inappropriate in
young and older males on methotrexate and the second or subse‐
quent anti‐TNF agent, and uncertain in all other scenarios.

3.4 | Chapter 3: On combination therapy and dose‐
reducing IM
Dose‐reducing IM in patients on combination therapy was considered
in 48 scenarios: 15 were rated as appropriate and 33 as uncertain.
No scenarios were rated inappropriate. Among those with uncom‐
plicated CD, this strategy was considered appropriate in all popula‐
tions treated with thiopurines or methotrexate and the first anti‐TNF
agent; it was also considered appropriate in elderly males treated with
thiopurines and the second or subsequent anti‐TNF agent. However,
among those with complicated CD, the strategy was considered ap‐
propriate only in elderly males and females treated with thiopurines
and the first anti‐TNF agent. De‐escalation by dose‐reducing IM was
rated uncertain for all other scenarios of patients with uncomplicated
and complicated CD on combination therapy.

3.5 | Chapter 4: Stopping anti‐TNF monotherapy

4 | D I S CU S S I O N
We considered the appropriateness of de‐escalating anti‐TNF or IM
therapy in patients with CD in deep remission for at least 6 months.
By considering this issue across a wide range of clinical scenarios, we
offer guidance to practicing clinicians on how to apply available data
to real‐world settings.
In patients with complicated CD (extensive involvement (>15 cm),
history of prior resections(s), fibrostenotic, penetrating, and/or peri‐
anal disease), we found that stopping any drug is appropriate in only
a limited number of scenarios. Out of 120 scenarios in patients with
complicated CD, de‐escalation was rated appropriate in only four
scenarios, all in elderly patients stopping or dose‐reducing IM. This is
consistent with data showing that complicated disease is a predictor
for future relapse,1 and with algorithms that recommend continued
treatment in such patients.17 It is notable, however, that the majority
of scenarios were rated uncertain, suggesting that there may still be
the opportunity to consider de‐escalation after carefully assessing
the risk/benefit profile of each individual patient with complicated
CD.
In patients with uncomplicated CD, de‐escalation was rated
appropriate in 28 out of 120 scenarios. In these patients, stopping
the anti‐TNF or IM in patients on combination therapy was most
often considered appropriate in elderly patients. Compared with
those diagnosed at younger ages, elderly patients with CD typically
have milder disease28 and may be at increased risk for serious in‐
fections from combination anti‐TNF/IM therapy. 29 This makes them

Among patients being treated with anti‐TNF monotherapy, stopping

appealing candidates for considering de‐escalation. However, there

treatment was not considered appropriate in any of the 24 scenarios;

remains a need to individualise each patient's risk/benefit profile,

|
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as the benefits of de‐escalation remain uncertain among those who

higher rates of opportunistic, but not serious, infections have been

are unable to achieve deep remission until they are treated with a

reported in retrospective case‐control and cohort studies of pa‐

second or subsequent anti‐TNF therapy. In patients on combination

tients treated with combination therapy.32,39 More recently, a pop‐

therapy, stopping anti‐TNF therapy was considered appropriate in

ulation‐based study of nearly 200,000 IBD patients demonstrated

only a minority of scenarios. Consistent with this, longer term fol‐

an increased risk of serious infections with anti‐TNF monotherapy

low‐up of the STORI cohort of patients discontinuing infliximab (but

compared to thiopurine monotherapy, as well as an increased risk of

continuing IM) demonstrated that only 21% of patients remain off

serious and opportunistic infections with combination therapy com‐

anti‐TNF treatment and free of disease complications 7 years after

pared to anti‐TNF monotherapy.40 Thus, the small increased risk of

stopping infliximab.

30

serious and opportunistic infections with combination therapy, or

Importantly, panellists agreed that there is no scenario in

IM or anti‐TNF monotherapy must be balanced against the well‐rec‐

which stopping monotherapy is considered appropriate. Studies

ognised increased risk of serious infections associated with underly‐

of patients withdrawing from anti‐TNF monotherapy demonstrate

ing disease activity or corticosteroid use.34,41

2,8,9

Another rationale for de‐escalation of medical therapy is to re‐

Among those withdrawing from azathioprine, relapse risk remains

duce the risk of malignancy, particularly the risk for nonmelanoma

high regardless of the duration of prior treatment and increases over

skin cancer (NMSC) and non‐Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL) associ‐

time,10-13 but outcomes may vary based on extent of disease, gender

ated with thiopurine use. Population‐based cohort studies as well

and age.31 Accordingly, we found that, among those with compli‐

as case‐control studies show a three‐ to six‐fold increase in NMSC

cated CD, withdrawal of monotherapy is inappropriate in nearly all

risk with thiopurine use.42,43 Although these cancers are rarely life‐

scenarios, but appropriateness is uncertain in most patients with un‐

threatening, the increased risk may warrant regular dermatological

complicated CD, again illustrating the need for a personalised risk/

screening for patients receiving thiopurines in regions with high ul‐

benefit assessment in each patient.

traviolet radiation exposure.

that up to two‐thirds of patients relapse after only 12 months.

Besides the risk of disease relapse, the risk of adverse events,

Most concerning for clinicians is the association between thiopu‐

particularly infections and malignancies, are considered when

rine use and NHL risk, which has been estimated from meta‐analyses

weighing the benefits of continued treatment versus de‐escalation

and large population‐based cohorts as four‐ to six‐fold higher than

in patients with CD. Some, but not all, studies suggest an increased

the general population. Males are at increased risk and, although the

risk of serious and opportunistic infections in patients on anti‐TNF

relative risk is highest in young patients, the absolute risk is high‐

or IM monotherapy or combination therapy for the treatment of

est in older patients.44-46 Of note, younger males under age 35 have

IBD; in some studies, differences were seen between CD and ulcer‐

a particular risk for the aggressive hepatosplenic T‐cell lymphoma

ative colitis (UC). A slightly increased rate of opportunistic, but not

(HSTCL), which has most commonly been associated with prior thio‐

serious, infections has been seen in patients treated with IM mono‐

purine exposure.47 Although the risk is small, it causes great concern

therapy. A retrospective referral centre study of 100 consecutive

to clinicians given the extremely poor prognosis of HSTCL, and is an

patients with opportunistic infections showed an increased infec‐

incentive to stop thiopurine therapy in young males. This very small

tion rate with thiopurines (OR, 3.8; 95% CI, 2.0‐7.0; P < 0.001) but

risk must be weighed against the benefits of achieving tight dis‐

32

In SONIC,

ease control in each individual young patient. Indeed, disagreement

the rate of serious infections was similar among patients on azathio‐

among the panellists occurred in only one scenario: appropriateness

prine monotherapy (5.6%) compared with those on infliximab mono‐

of stopping thiopurine monotherapy in young males with uncompli‐

therapy (4.9%, P = 0.81) or combination therapy (3.9%; P = 0.61).33

cated CD. This may reflect the complexity and uncertainty around

The TREAT and ENCORE registries in CD show an increased risk of

decision‐making in this patient subgroup.

not methotrexate (OR, 4.0; 95% CI, 0.4‐45.0; P = 0.26).

serious infections in patients on infliximab monotherapy, although

Whether anti‐TNF monotherapy increases the risk of NHL is less

the magnitude of risk was small.34,35 In contrast, a meta‐analysis of

clear. A meta‐analysis of 26 studies of anti‐TNF therapy found a sig‐

14 randomised controlled trials in IBD, including 11 trials of anti‐TNF

nificantly increased NHL risk, with the highest risk among males age

therapy and three of anti‐integrin therapy, did not show an increased

20‐54. However, nearly all patients who developed NHL had current

infection risk in CD, even though a significant 20% increase was seen

or prior thiopurine exposure and, when compared with the NHL rate

among patients with UC.36 Of note, a network meta‐analysis eval‐

in CD patients treated with IM therapy alone, there was no signif‐

uating infection risk across 49 trials in IBD involving all classes of

icant difference.44 Similarly, although a recent large French cohort

biologic therapy showed no increased risk of serious infections with

study using insurance data from nearly 200 000 patients demon‐

anti‐TNF therapy, but an increased risk of opportunistic infections.37

strated an increased risk of lymphoma in IBD patients treated with

Among studies of combination therapy, neither randomised

anti‐TNF monotherapy, 35% of anti‐TNF patients were previously

controlled trials nor network meta‐analyses have demonstrated an

exposed to a thiopurine for a mean of 12 months. Details of the

increased risk of serious infections in patients receiving combina‐

analysis in nonthiopurine‐exposed patients are not shown, although

tion therapy versus anti‐TNF monotherapy.33,38 These results should

the authors state that the association between anti‐TNF monother‐

be interpreted with caution given the relatively small numbers and

apy and lymphoma risk is retained.48 Additional studies in patients

short duration of follow‐up of patients in clinical trials. Nevertheless,

treated with anti‐TNF therapy without prior thiopurine exposure are
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needed to help clarify whether anti‐TNF therapy alone is associated

considerations in real‐world treatment decisions, including de‐esca‐

with an increased risk of lymphoma.

lation, especially in scenarios where clinical evidence is equivocal.

The appropriateness of de‐escalation of medical therapy in

Finally, although panellists considered 240 patient scenarios, we

CD patients was rated uncertain in more than 60% of scenarios

acknowledge that this may represent only a small portion of possible

in our study. Hopefully some of this uncertainty will be addressed

clinical scenarios encountered in practice. We also did not weight

18,19

by ongoing studies such as SPARE and STOP IT,

which are

levels of appropriateness to help clinicians select among multiple

prospectively evaluating the benefits of discontinuing infliximab

potentially viable de‐escalation strategies; we acknowledge that this

or IM in patients with CD who achieve deep remission on com‐

is an over‐simplification of the individualised decision‐making pro‐

bination therapy. SPARE will prospectively evaluate relapse and

cesses utilised by clinicians in real‐world practice.

remission rates using objective clinical endpoints after pre‐spec‐
ified de‐escalation strategies.18 The STOP‐IT study will increase
our understanding of the role of anti‐TNF TDM as a variable in the

5 | CO N C LU S I O N S

de‐escalation decision‐making process, given that drug concentra‐
tions and antibody levels are known to affect treatment outcomes

Using an evidence‐based approach to guide expert opinion, we

after de‐escalation.9,25,49

found that de‐escalating medical therapy in CD patients in deep

Nevertheless, translating study data to practice will prove chal‐

remission is only appropriate in a minority of carefully selected pa‐

lenging, given that the complexity of variables present during clinical

tients. This includes patients with uncomplicated disease and the

decision‐making exceeds those that are readily measurable in clini‐

elderly, in whom the benefits of de‐escalation may outweigh the

cal trials. For example, most endpoints of prior and ongoing studies

risks of continuing medical therapy, in particular with thiopurines.

measure disease activity in a time‐dependent manner. This does not

De‐escalation was considered inappropriate in one‐fourth of sce‐

incorporate the more global, longitudinal measurement of disease

narios, primarily in patients with complicated disease and in patients

severity that is less easily quantified but impacts equally, or more,

on monotherapy. In patients on combination therapy, de‐escalation

on an individual patient's quality of life. De‐escalation of therapy is

was more likely to be considered inappropriate if patients had previ‐

likely to be less appropriate in a patient presenting with low disease

ously failed at least one anti‐TNF and/or IM. In nearly two‐thirds of

activity but with high overall disease severity. Acknowledgement of

scenarios, across all chapters, there was uncertainty regarding the

the importance and quantification of disease severity has recently

appropriateness of de‐escalation.

emerged as an important research priority that should be incorpo‐
rated into the design of future de‐escalation studies.

50,51

Ongoing trials (SPARE, STOP‐IT)18,19 prospectively evaluating
outcomes among patients who discontinue anti‐TNF or IM therapy

This study has some limitations that may affect applicability of

are likely to help address these significant outstanding knowledge

our findings to current clinical practice. First, we did not distinguish

gaps. In the meantime, our results provide a framework for clinicians

between anti‐TNF therapies. Infliximab, adalimumab and certoli‐

contemplating when de‐escalation may be appropriate, and under‐

zumab pegol are all effective at inducing and maintaining remission

score the importance of individualising risk/benefit profiles in all

in CD, whether given as monotherapy or in combination with IM.52

treatment decisions. We hope that these results will help clinicians

Although prospective head‐to‐head comparative effectiveness

make rational decisions in the face of significant uncertainty when

studies have not been performed, some, but not all, retrospective

considering de‐escalation of medical therapies in Crohn's disease.

studies suggest that combination therapy with infliximab is less im‐
munogenic and therefore potentially more efficacious than combi‐
nation therapy with other anti‐TNFs, including adalimumab.53-55 Our
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